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Like Clockwork

Debbie Gervais,
Virtual Assistant
BY JASON MYERSON
Tick-tock, tick-tock; the sound of another day steadily
slipping away from you once again. Your to-do list is ever
expanding in parallel with the hours in the day. There are
many like us including entrepreneurs, makers, full-time
wage earners, or people juggling work-life balance who
can’t get ahead of the never-ending tasks. Like Clockwork virtual assistant could be your solution.
Debbie Gervais has worked in the administrative and
publishing field for more than 35 years. Formerly the editor of our community paper, you probably have also seen
Debbie at the many craft shows throughout Ottawa where
she sells her wonderful, handmade products including
soaps, scrubs, oils, and much more under the name Sunflower Soaps. Analytic and creative, Debbie understands
the hustle and hecticness that life can become when trying to take on the world. Although the term virtual assistant is still a new concept, many jobs have become online
and in doing so, the virtual assistant was born.
“When you can’t find the perfect job, you have to
build the perfect job,” she says.
Like Clockwork virtual assistant has a scope of
skills to help the struggling entrepreneur, small and medium-sized businesses, and the sole business professional. During my writing career, I’ve had the opportunity
to interview many makers. One of their central concerns
has revolved around being taken away from the craft itself and having to focus too much time on their website,
marketing, content creation, and manufacturers. As a
maker herself, Debbie understands everything involved
in building a business from the ground up and the many
different directions one is pulled in during the process.
Debbie Gervais is the versatile virtual assistant behind Like Clockwork,
Debbie got her start at Edmond Publishing, where her new business venture. Photo: Courtesy of Debbie Gervais
she worked as the receptionist. Edmond Publishing is
regarded as one of the top educational and professional form her own business, Like Clockwork. Like Clockpublishers in Canada. While she worked as the reception- work offers a wide scope of administrative and creative
ist during the day, Debbie spent her evenings studying services and focuses on the stressors you may have, evaluating your business’s blind spots to efficiently upgrade
marketing at George Brown College.
However, when she was undertaking her administra- your day.
Utilizing both her analytical and creative abilities
tive work, she quickly realized that she was also editorial
in nature. From proofreading, price comparing, or going Like Clockwork can help you tackle everything from data
over website readability, Debbie really enjoyed the art entry and bookkeeping to content creation and copywriting. Dependable, accurate and essential for any business,
of editing.
So, while she accepted a job as marketing assistant, Like Clockwork is appropriately named. Like Clockwork
she then studied by night taking courses in editing before offers package deals that work within your budget or
finally becoming an editor at Edmond Publishing. Debbie range of tasks from a basic package to advanced features.
Efficiently use your time and consider contacting
went on to land administrative jobs with the National Research Council, McGill University, and accounting firms Like Clockwork today. For a full list of services and
package deals check out Like Clockwork.ca or call Debto name a few.
Debbie has surmounted her skills and expertise to bie at 613- 608-3399.

